
Narrative Overview: Finding Bethany (Act 2) 
 

Quest Purpose 

A follow-up in Act 2, allowing the player to speak with 

Bethany and discover what her life is like now that she’s in 

the Circle of Magi. This is a “stealth” mission, allowing the 

player to walk around the Gallows in disguise as they sneak 

in to deliver a letter. 

 

Budget: 200 lines 

 

Starting Conditions 

 PC is a rogue or warrior 

 Bethany went to the Circle at the end of Act 1 

 All That Remains quest not yet begun 

 

Characters 

Thrask (From Act 1, possibly met again in current Act) 

Namala (female elven mage, new character) 

Samson (From Act 1) 

Cullen (From Act 1, possibly met again in current Act) 

Bethany 

 

 

Quest Details 
 

1. Conversation: Leandra (Budget: 30 lines) 

 

The first time the PC speaks to Leandra in Act 2 (so long as All That Remains has not yet begun), 

she will say how broken up she is over Bethany going to the Circle—she believes it’s her fault, 

urging the PC to leave their sister behind rather than taking her along on their quest to the Deep 

Roads. Worse, she hasn’t heard from Bethany in months. She’s gone to the Gallows and been 

turned away. Nobody will even tell her if Bethany is alive. She begs the PC to take a letter to 

their sister, and to ensure they see her in person—Leandra needs to know that Bethany is OK. 

The player can outright refuse (quest ends there), can say they intend to see Bethany but won’t 

take the letter, or agree to take the letter (both these responses continue the quest, but the lack 

of the letter will affect dialogue with Bethany).  

 

If the PC agrees, Leandra will suggest they go to the Gallows. The PC is someone of wealth in 

Kirkwall—perhaps they can get answers she could not. Go to #2. 

 



2. Gameplay: At the Gallows (Budget: 20 lines) 

 

If the player goes to the Gallows Courtyard, they can interact with any NPC’s present 

(previously-existing NPC’s will need an optional Investigate line added, if this quest is active). 

Ambient templar NPC’s will politely say they can’t provide any information on Bethany, and 

ambient mage NPC’s will say they shouldn’t be talking about it. (Estimate 20 lines total needed 

for ambients.) 

 

There are two characters that do have more significant information to offer: Thrask will be 

present (go to #3), as will a female elven mage by the name of Namala (go to #4). 

 

3. Conversation: Thrask (Budget: 30 lines) 

 

If the PC blackmailed Thrask with his daughter’s letter, Thrask will refuse to tell the player 

anything that’s happened to Bethany—other than that she’s alive. Failing that, Thrask will 

express sympathy. He will say that Bethany is alive, but that she got into an altercation with a 

fellow mage and is in solitary. 

 

If the PC asks, Thrask says he might be able to bring the letter (if the PC even has it) but bringing 

the PC to see Bethany is almost impossible. The PC can appeal to him for help, but he will refuse 

if Ser Karras and the other templars were killed in Act of Mercy (he thinks the PC is too 

dangerous to be allowed into the Gallows). In that case, a PC that gave him his daughter’s letter 

in Act 1 can bring it up, and he will relent. If he agrees to help, he tells the PC to return at night 

and he will try to sneak them inside. Go to #6. 

 

4. Conversation: Namala (Budget: 20 lines) 

 

Namala recognizes the PC immediately, and it turns out she’s a friend of Bethany’s. She tells the 

player about Bethany being put into isolation, and laments that it was her fault—she got into an 

argument with another mage, and Bethany was only coming to her defense. She can’t get the 

player in to see Bethany (the idea alone terrifies her), but she does direct the player to see 

Samson in Lowtown (who the PC has met in Act 1). As a former templar, she thinks Samson 

might have contacts in the Gallows who could help. If the player follows this up, go to #5. 

 

5. Conversation: Samson (Budget: 20 lines) 

 

When asked, Samson complains that all his former friends avoid him like the plague now. He 

does, however, offer to sell the PC his old suit of templar armor. He says that if the PC goes to 

the Gallows at night in it, he might avoid detection... and then would simply need to go to the 

lower level where the isolation cells are. He wants 2 sovereigns for his armor, but a PC can 

Intimidate (if Aggressive) him into halving that. If the player buys the armor, go to #6. If the 

player refuses, and has failed to get Thrask’s help, the quest is failed. Go to #9. 



 

6. Gameplay: Returning at Night (Budget: 30 lines) 

 

Upon being offered help by Thrask, or upon buying Samson’s suit of armor, the Templar Hall 

area will show as available on the World Map. After the load, the PC will be at the entrance 

(alone—no party). 

o If Thrask is helping the PC, he will be present—and the PC will be in a suit of templar 

armor. Thrask will say the armor is the best fit he could get, and suggests the player 

move quickly to Bethany’s cell (directions TBD) and not talk to anyone. He will stay 

behind and try to distract any officers on duty. 

o If the PC got the suit of armor from Samson, they appear with the suit on and will 

initiate ambient dialogue (“Now to find Bethany’s cell...”). 

 

The PC is free to wander the Templar Hall area, though they will be able to go through no 

transitions. A number of templar NPC’s will be clumped around, and the PC can overhear their 

ambient exchanges but not interact with them. One lone templar can be interacted with, and 

can be asked where the isolation cells are (he’s friendly). Treasure can be acquired from 

containers in isolated areas. 

 

When the player reaches a bottleneck, go to #7. 

 

7. Conversation: Encountering Cullen (Budget: 30 lines) 

 

When the PC reaches the bottleneck, a scene will begin where Cullen approaches from behind, 

asking who they are. 

o If the PC spoke to Cullen after the Act 2 Dissent quest (regarding Ser Alrik), Cullen will 

immediately recognize them. 

o If the PC hasn’t yet spoken to Cullen in Act 2, a Humorous PC has the option to Bluff. 

Other options will result in Cullen recognizing the PC from Act 1. 

o If Cullen recognizes the PC, there are a few options: 

 Appeal to Cullen, saying they just want to see Bethany. If Bethany had high 

approval with the PC, Cullen will remember that Bethany has spoken of them 

fondly and will agree to take them to her. If not, only a Diplomatic PC can 

convince Cullen to agree to take them to her. 

 A PC who spoke to Cullen about Ser Alrik can suggest they’re worried about 

Bethany having been made Tranquil. Cullen will understand their concern and 

agrees to take the PC to her. 

 If Thrask is helping the PC, they can say he let them in—and Thrask will appear, 

asking Cullen to let the PC see their sister. Cullen will relent. 

 Failing that, Cullen will demand the PC leave. Only an Aggressive PC can demand 

that Cullen take them to see his sister—which, after a tense standoff, Cullen will 

agree… but only for Bethany’s sake. Otherwise, he will agree to take Bethany a 



letter (if the PC has it), but the PC will be removed from the Gallows. They will 

be jumped to Lowtown, the quest failed (go to #9). 

o If Cullen has agreed to take the PC to Bethany, go to #8. If the PC bluffed, Cullen leaves, 

and a relieved PC turns around and mumbles that they better find Bethany quickly. Go 

to #8. 

 

8. Conversation:  Bethany (Budget: 60 lines) 

 

The PC is always jumped to this scene. If Cullen has taken the PC here, he will gesture to the cell 

door and say to make it quick before withdrawing. As the PC approaches the door, Bethany sees 

them and exclaims in surprise. She tells the PC that life in the Circle isn’t as bad as she thought it 

would be—her current predicament beside the point. At least now the constant hiding and 

worrying about how she was endangering her family is over. It’s best if the PC and their mother 

forget about her and accept it. If the PC offers to break her out, she’ll refuse—it’s too 

dangerous, and would just lead to more running. The PC can argue with her, saying that she’s 

still loved and they want to stay in contact (which causes her anguish, if she’s at high approval), 

or can agree and say this is for the best. If the PC has Leandra’s letter, they can give it to her—

and Bethany will read it and give the PC a message for their mother. 

 

If Cullen brought the PC, he will interrupt and say it’s time to go—otherwise Bethany will say it’s 

time to go as a guard will surely pass soon. Choice of farewells, and then the player is jumped to 

Lowtown. (Go to #9) 

 

9. Conversation: Returning Home (Budget: 30 lines) 

 

If the PC failed the quest earlier, they can tell Leandra—and other than making her sad, there’s 

not much to be done. If the PC learned from Thrask or Namala that Bethany is alive, they can say 

so, and if they got far enough to give the letter to Cullen that will bring her some comfort. 

 

If the PC met with Bethany, they can tell her about it—and can tell her Bethany’s message if 

they gave Bethany the letter. This elicits an emotional scene. Either way, Leandra’s grateful. It’s 

good to know that Bethany is safe—after Carver, she just couldn’t take losing another one of her 

children. Hug the PC, tender moment. 


